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> TRANSAT PAPREC & TOUR DE BRETAGNE A LA VOILE

> KARVER IS 20 YEARS OLD!!!

> WHAT ABOUT KRS?

Yes, Already! 

The team has grown stronger over the years and we pushed 
back the walls.

Initially, Marin Clausin, his first name necessarily destined him 
for a career in the boating industry. Today we are 16 employees 
in 2 offices: Honfleur and Lorient.

It is with determination and passion, well, and a few necessary 
doubts from time to time, anyway that Marin created and made 
KARVER. grow.  A Company that wants to put innovation, 
performance, design and service at the heart of its business, 
while uniting the team that we are now.

Thank you for these first 20 years! Looking forward to the next 
20, hoping that they will all be as exceptional!

Moreover, in order to thank the team : former collaborators, 
suppliers, friends, family etc.), we had the opportunity to 
celebrate these 20 years around an evening under typical 
Normandie weather.

And as Marin likes to take care of us, he organized a team 
building weekend for us on the sunny Ile de Groix in Brittany.

Between navigation, cycling, and some refreshments at 
Ti Beudeff pub, we can say that we have all charged our 
batteries…

Thanks again!!!

Making a Newsletter without mentioning our engineer
Guillaume Pirouelle? No way!

Especially since this year he started his last Figaro season in 
the colors of the Normandy Region.

His last two races?

TRANSAT PAPREC

Transat Paprec is the first mixed double handed transatlantic 
race.

It is with Sophie Faguet that they took the start, on April 30, 
from Concarneau to Saint Barthélemy.

Not the simplest race with an irregular wind at the beginning, 
so it was difficult to pick up speed. But they hung on, and 
quickly found their rhythms together. A more favorable wind 
towards La Palma allowed them to catch up with the first ones.

Between sporting conditions and a good strategy to recover 
from the wind, the duo finished in 4th place in 18 days and 22 
hours. A big BRAVO!!

TOUR DE BRETAGNE À LA VOILE

The best was yet to come. Indeed, it was alongside Alexis 
Loison that they won the Victoire of Tour de Bretagne à la 
voile. This race took place from July 1 to July 09. A familiar 
race with a familiar teammate, as this is the second time 
they’ve done this race together.

Light conditions in which the Normand duo was able to take 
advantage. Their experiences, their regularity at the forefront 
and a stage victory allowed them to afford this 2023 Tour de 
Bretagne.

The whole Karver Team is proud of you!!! 

His 1st place in the Tour de Bretagne put him to 2nd place of 
CHAMPIONNAT DE FRANCE ELITE DE COURSE AU LARGE 
2023 behind Corentin Horeau (which we respectfully salute).
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CONTACT US:

Sales Director: Tanguy de LARMINAT - tanguy@karver-systems.com - +33 (0)6 71 64 51 15

International sales: 
Christophe QUESNEL - christophe@karver-systems.com +33 (0)6 15 07 87 17
Cédric RAFIN - cedric@karver-systems.com - +33 (0)6 61 11 09 53

France sales: Alois KERDUEL - alois@karver-systems.com - +33 (0)6 21 82 02 49

Sales assistant: Mélanie BOURDON - melanie@karver-systems.com - +33 (0)2 31 88 89 79

Karver Systems : Avenue Marcel Liabastre 14600 Honfleur FRANCE - contact@karver-systems.com - Tél. : +33 (0)2 31 88 37 98

KARVER SUMMER LITTLE NEWS...

NEW TUNED RIGS 
BUILDINGS

Karver  par tner  i n  the 
Netherlands, Tuned Rigs 
launched its new building 
in the technical area of 
Enkhuizen.

M a sts  P ro d u c t i o n  a n d 
rigging, deck plans equipped 
by Karver products (of 
course).

REFOREST ACTION

You may not know it, but we 
offer all our customers who 
register their product the 
opportunity to plant a tree 
for free.

After Limousin, Normandy 
and Brittany, this year the 
planting site is in South 
Africa.

MINI 650 T-SHIRT

You participate to the Mini 
650. Come and collect your 
Mini 650 / Karver T-Shirt 
before the start of the Mini 
Transat which will start on 
September 24, 2023 in Les 
Sables d’Olonne.

Get one in Karver Lorient.

KSHOP

Looking for spare parts?

Bingo ! You can get them 
directly from the new KShop, 
from our website.

You will also find clearance 
items and sometimes much 
more depending on the 
country of residence.

ONLINE SUPPORT

Wondering which furler to 
use for your sailboat?

We created a selection tool 
on our website.

More than 3000 boats are 
registered in this database.

However, if you have any 
questions, just give to our 
sales.

UPCOMING BOATSHOWS 

Karver will be present (or represented by our distributors/
resellers) on several salons nautiques beginning of September.

Among those where you can meet us directly and discover or 
rediscover our famous products:

•  Souhtampton Boat Show: from September 15 to 24 - 
Christophe will be on the stand of our English distributor 
TMS. 

•  Grand Pavois à La Rochelle: in La Rochelle : from September 
20 to 25 - Aloïs will be present at stand R24 on the pole 
Performance Spirit.

•  Salon nautique de Gênes: from September 21 to 26 - Cédric 
will be present at stand SL07, not far from our Italian 
distributor, Armare. 

That’s it for these summer news!

We wish you all a great vacation, and if no vacation on the 
horizon, at least a great summer!

LA GRANDE VADROUILLE

Our CEO, Marin, is back in 
the office after a family 
tour of the Atlantic. An 
unprecedented adventure, 
over several months, which 
required a little organization 
and adjustments between 
school and work, but it was 
all worth it ! The opportunity 
also to test our KRS…

Some fresh news from our new KRS headsail reefing furlers. 

The first batch of KRS is now manufactured. If you have 
projects in the coming months, you can count on us. About 
fifteen sailboats equipped with our furlers continue to travel 
to the 4 corners of the world. 

The sailboat in the photo is an Oceanis 423, who after a 
transatlantic, a season in the West Indies and a transpacific, 
finally lands for a few weeks in the peaceful waters of the 
Marquesas. 

Several shipchandlers have choosen our reefing furlers and we 
won’t forget to let you know (#KRS).

To discover on all the next boatshows where we exhibit.
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